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abstract
A new capability of our well-known NEMO 3-D simulator (Ref. Klimeck et al., 2007 [10])
is introduced by carefully investigating the utility of III–V semiconductor quantum dots as
infrared photodetectors at a wavelength of 1.2–1.5 µm. We not only present a detailed
description of the simulation methodology coupled to the atomistic sp3 d5 s∗ tight-binding
band model, but also validate the suggested methodology with a focus on a proof of
principle on small GaAs quantum dots (QDs). Then, we move the simulation scope to
optical properties of realistically sized dome-shaped InAs/GaAs QDs that are grown by selfassembly and typically contain a few million atoms. Performing numerical experiments
with a variation in QD size, we not only show that the strength of ground state interband light transitions can be optimized via QD size-engineering, but also find that the hole
ground state wavefunction serves as a control factor of transition strengths. Finally, we
briefly introduce the web-based cyber infrastructure that is developed as a governmentfunded project to support online education and research via TCAD simulations. This work
not only serves as a useful guideline to experimentalists for potential device designs and
other modelers for the self-development of optical TCAD, but also provides a good chance
to learn about the science gateway project ongoing in the Republic of Korea.
© 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Quantum dots and optoelectronics. III–V compound semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) have gained scientific attention
due to their potential utility as optoelectronic devices such as laser devices [1,2], photodetectors [3], and optical communication devices [4]. Especially, GaAs-based optical devices have been of great interest since they can be used for opticalfiber-based communication systems at infrared wavelengths. Indeed, there has been a huge amount of effort among several
experiments to achieve polarization insensitive optical emissions at wavelengths longer than 1.2 µm by embedding InAs
QDs in Inx Ga1−x As strain reducing capping layers [5], by controlling the growth conditions of the bilayer QD stacks [6], and
by adding dilute impurities such as nitride forming InGaNAs alloy [7].
Need for atomistic simulations. Device downscaling has been the leading paradigm of the semiconductor industry ever
since the invention of the first transistor in 1947 [8], where the device size these days has already reached a few tens
of nanometers. In such a nanoscale regime, two conceptual changes are required in the device modeling methodology.
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One aspect is widely accepted, where carriers must be treated as quantum mechanical rather than classical objects. The
second change is the need to consider the atomic granularity of the constituent material since atomistic effects such as
surface/interface roughnesses, unintentional doping, crystal asymmetries and distortions of the crystal lattice start to affect
device performance [9,10]. For example, the Stranski–Krastanov growth technique, which is widely used to grow InGaAs
QDs of a symmetric shape (e.g. domes or pyramids) on a host GaAs layer [11–13], generally does not guarantee a perfect
symmetry in QD geometries due to the inter-diffusion at the QD/host-layer interface and atomic discretization on a crystal
lattice.
Continuum band models such as the parabolic effective mass [14] and k · p approach [15,16] have been popularly used in
nanoelectronics modeling. Typically, however, they not only ignore atomistic resolution on crystal lattices, but also fail to
capture the non-parabolicity in experimentally known band structures. While the accuracy in band structures is achievable
with the use of ab initio methods such as Density Functional Theory [17], the computing cost is too high to be utilized in
modeling of realistically sized systems which typically involve simulation domains of a few million atoms.
Tight-binding parameters and NEMO 3-D. To meet the compromise between the computing cost and modeling accuracy,
we use the nearest-neighbor empirical tight-binding (TB) band model to describe device electronic structures [18]. The
most sophisticated TB model uses a set of 10 localized orbital bases (s, s∗ , 3 × p, and 5 × d) on realistic atomic grids
(20 with spin interactions), where the parameter set is fitted to reproduce experimentally verified bandgaps, masses, nonparabolic dispersions, and strain behaviors of bulk materials using a global minimization procedure based on a genetic
algorithm [19] and analytical insights [20]. Computational practicality of the sp3 d5 s∗ TB approach has been proven with
our well-established 3-D NanoElectronics MOdeling Tool (NEMO 3-D) work [10]. Developed with MPI/C to be used on
high performance (HPC) computing clusters, NEMO 3-D can handle the strain and electronic structure calculations up to
a simulation domain of 106 nm3 that consists of 52 million atoms and involves a complex Hamiltonian matrix over one
billion degrees of freedom (DOFs).
The validity of our TB approach has been established well through various simulation projects connected to experiments.
Our sp3 d5 s∗ parameters have been extensively utilized to model the InGaAs/InAlAs resonant tunneling diode at high bias
and high current [21], valley-splitting in miscut Si quantum wells on SiGe substrates [22], electron transport in InAs High
Electron Mobility Transistors (HEMT) [23], gate-induced Stark effect [24] and transition of quantum confinements of a
single phosphorus ion in the Si FinFET [25]. With a recent expansion in NEMO 3-D functionalities [26,27], we have also
proven experimentally observed ohmic conduction in ultra-thin, highly phosphorus δ -doped nanowires in Si bulk [28], and
confirmed the first physical realization of the single phosphorus atom transistor by reproducing experimentally measured
Coulomb diamond patterns [29].
Objectives of this work. In spite of its extensive utilization in various modeling projects, the functionality of the original
NEMO 3-D code is limited to electronic structure calculations, e.g. solving a 3-D Schrödinger equation to find single
electron states in quantum dot, wire, well and bulk systems with a user-defined electric field if needed. We have therefore
expanded the capability of the old NEMO 3-D to support: (I) a 3-D Poisson calculation for Schrödinger–Poisson selfconsistent simulations [26,27], (II) the multi-subband Contact Block Reduction method for ballistic quantum transport
simulations [30], and (III) the evaluation of the momentum matrix for simulations of inter-band light transitions in nanoscale
devices [31].
The main objective of this work is to study TCAD simulations of optoelectronics. Of all the above-mentioned TCAD
features newly developed, we provide a detailed discussion with a focus on the calculation of the momentum matrix, and
demonstrate the usefulness of our in-house software, which has been developed as extensions of NEMO 3-D peta [32], as an
optoelectronics TCAD with the following steps: (I) we first present a detailed description of the simulation methodology,
(II) then validate the suggested methodology via simulations of small GaAs QDs with a focus on a proof of principle, and
(III) move the simulation scope to realistically sized self-assembled InAs/GaAs dome-shaped QDs to seek the possibility of
optimization of optical properties via the size-engineering of QDs. Then, as a secondary but a bit separated topic, we provide
a brief introduction of our web-based environment for TCAD simulations that is developed to support online education and
research in nanoelectronics in the Republic of Korea.
We note that a full methodological description of TB simulations for optoelectronics is presented in this work for the first
time. This work thus serves as an useful document for other researchers who want to build their own TCAD software, where
the analyses performed regarding the QD size-engineering are also useful as guidance in potential device designs. Through
a technological introduction of the EDISION project, this work provides a good chance of learning about the ongoing science
gateway project in the Republic of Korea.
2. Methodology
Understanding the theoretical and simulation details should be always the first and most essential step for modeling
engineers to perform accurate calculations to support experimentalists for potential device designs. In this section, we
thus provide a detailed description about the simulation methodology used in this work, focusing on the following
three subsections: (I) computation of long-range strain and electronic structure calculations, (II) calculation of electrical
polarization that is generated due to the crystal symmetry in finite heterostructures, and (III) calculation of optical matrix
elements and its utilization to evaluate the strengths of light transitions.
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Fig. 1. (Color online) (a) Schematic of the 3-D spatial decomposition of the device geometry. (b) Illustration describing the scheme of the geometry
parallelization that is utilized for simulations in this work.

2.1. Electronic structure and strain calculation
Electronic structure. Atomistic features of InAs/GaAs QDs are quantitatively explored with a TB band model. The
single-particle energies and wavefunctions are calculated using an empirical set of 20-band sp3 d5 s∗ parameters with a
consideration of the spin–orbit coupling. The underlying idea of this approach is the selection of a basis consisting of localized
atomic orbitals (s, p, d, and s∗ ) centered on each atom to reproduce experimentally known bulk mass and dispersion, and is
conceptually more suitable to represent the finitely confined structures than the usage of plane-wave bases, which is used
in the pseudo-potential method [33], and is more suitable for the description of infinite structures with periodic boundary
conditions.
Calculation of single-particle energies and corresponding density of states (wavefunctions) involves a normal eigenvalue
problem (Eq. (1)):
EΨ = HΨ ,

(1)

where H is the complex Hermitian Hamiltonian matrix that represents the 3-D device geometries, Ψ is the wavefunction on a
single-particle state, and E is the single-particle energy of the corresponding state. DOFs of the Hamiltonian matrix are equal
to (the number of atoms in the device geometry) × (the number of orbital bases to represent a single atom), and thus typically
become a few tens of millions if the structure has multi-million atoms. To handle these massive normal eigenvalue problems
on peta-scale supercomputers [34], we have built an iterative solver based on the well-known LANCZOS algorithm [35] with
an adoption of a parallelizing scheme that decomposes the device geometry spatially in a 3-D manner [36] as shown in Fig. 1.
Strain calculations. Semiconducting materials making up QDs may have different lattice constants; in a InAs/GaAs
heterostructure, the lattice constants of InAs and GaAs are different with a 7% deviation (GaAs = 0.56532 nm, InAs =
0.60583 nm). Such a lattice mismatch causes a distortion of the original structures, leading to the appearance of strain
tensors that cause displacements of atoms from their ordered positions in zinc-blende crystalline bulks. It’s quite clear that
the electronic properties of QD structures will be subjected to the atomic distortion stemming from the lattice mismatch,
and the effect will become more serious as the device size becomes smaller, since the region subjected to atomic distortions
will form a larger fraction of the entire device structure. The computation of strain should be therefore a critical step in
simulations of nanoscale devices.
Strain field and distortion of each atomic placement are calculated with the well-known Valence Force Field (VFF) method
and the Keating potential [37]. Here, the total mechanical energy of a system is interpreted as a sum of the elastic energy of
bond distortions of each atom, e.g. like the elastic energy of springs connecting each atom. Then, the local strain energy at
the nth atomic site, En , can be evaluated using Eqs. (2):
En = An + Bn ,
An =

Bn =

(2)

k
3  αn,m

16 m=1 d2n,m

(R2n,m − d2n,m )2 ,

k
k
3 


βn,m βn,l

8 m=1 l>m

dn,m dn,l

(Rn,m Rn.l − dn,m dn,l ),

where k is the number of nearest neighbor atoms of the nth atom, and da,b and Ra,b represent the distance between the
ath and bth atom at ordered crystalline (with no strain fields) and distorted systems, respectively. αa,b and βa,b are the
elastic constant of bonding between two atoms, which are also empirically determined to match experimentally known
hydrostatic and biaxial strain behaviors of bulk materials [18,20]. Using the conjugate-gradient method [38], Eqs. (2) are
then solved to find the displacement of each atom that achieves the minimum in the systematic energy. Once the set of
optimal displacements is determined, the off-diagonal coupling blocks of the Hamiltonian matrix are modified with the
displacement information, resulting in changes of electronic structures [10,39].
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2.2. Piezoelectricity: electrical polarization
With no external bias applied, crystalline structures are supposed to be in charge neutrality. This charge neutrality,
however, is not strictly conserved if structures are under stress, e.g. the entire structure maintains charge neutrality on
average, but the charge neutrality may be broken on local atomic spots due to carrier movements. As a result, local dipoles
(polarizations) may be formed, causing local (built-in) electric fields and voltage drops among local atomic spots. This is
referred to as piezoelectricity [40] and sometimes becomes a critical step for the accurate simulation of nanoscale devices.
III–V compound materials such as GaAs, InAs, and GaN, are the very materials where the piezoelectricity affects electronic
structures since they consist of atoms of different lattice constants and are thus subjected to spatial distortion and
piezoelectric fields. Numerically, the strength of local polarizations can be described either by one parameter assuming a
linearity between mechanical (strain) and electrical (piezoelectric) fields, or by a total of four parameters where we assume
a quadratic relation between mechanical and electrical fields for better results [41,42]. In this work, we adopt the quadratic
piezoelectricity and, given strain fields, the local polarization can be calculated with Eqs. (3)–(5):


ϵyz
P1 = B1 ϵxz ,
ϵxy






ϵxx ϵyz
ϵxz ϵxy
ϵyz (ϵyy + ϵzz )
−
→
P2 = B2 ϵyy ϵxz + 2B3 ϵyz ϵxy + B4 ϵxz (ϵzz + ϵxx ) ,
ϵzz ϵxy
ϵyz ϵxz
ϵxy (ϵxx + ϵyy )
−
→
−
→ −
→
P = 2( P1 + P2 ),
−
→



(3)

(4)

(5)

where (ϵxx , ϵyy , ϵzz , ϵxy , ϵxz , ϵyz ) are the six elements in a 3-D strain tensor matrix of each atom, (B1 , B2 , B3 , B4 ) are the set of

−
→

polarization constants for the quadratic piezoelectricity (known for GaAs and InAs, see Ref. [40]), and P is the polarization
field on each atomic spot. Upon the obtained piezoelectric fields, the piezoelectric charge ρ and potential V can be evaluated
using Gauss’s law and Poisson’s equation, respectively as shown in Eqs. (6):

−
→
ρ =−▽·P ,
ρ = ϵo ▽ ·[ϵr ▽ V ],

(6)

where ϵo is the permittivity constant of air and ϵr is the relative permittivity of semiconducting materials. The calculated
piezoelectric potential V is then added to diagonal sites of the Hamiltonian matrix creating a new Hamiltonian that
represents a different electronic structure as shown in Eq. (7):
H′ = H + V .

(7)

Before closing this subsection, we note that the 3-D Poisson equation is also solved by our in-house parallel code, where
we used the AZTEC package [43] to solve a linear system iteratively, and the finite difference method [44] for the spatial
discretization of simulation domains.
2.3. Momentum matrix and optical transition
As already mentioned in the previous section, the most important object of this work is to assess the potential utility of
the self-assembled InAs/GaAs QDs as optoelectronic devices at infrared wavelengths, for which we need to evaluate band
(optical) gaps, as well as the strength of corresponding inter-band light transitions. The optical gaps, however, have been
already discussed many times in previous literature and well understood so far [10,45]. The strength of this work should
be thus on the discussion of light transitions, which motivates a well-organized and detailed description of the related
methodology. For this purpose, we first explain the methods that are originally known for bulk materials, then describe the
changes needed by the original methodology for simulations of 3-D confined structures.
In bulk semiconductors. Let’s assume two states, e.g. one is the state A that is fully occupied by an electron, and the other
is the state B that is completely empty. The steady-state transition probability of a single electron from state A to B with a
photon energy of h̄ω, TA→B , can then be evaluated by Eq. (8) following Fermi’s golden rule [46]:
TA→B =

2π
h̄

|⟨ψB | H | ψA ⟩|2 δ(h̄ω − (EB − EA )),

(8)

where (EA , ψA ) and (EB , ψB ) are the energy and wavefunction at state A and B, respectively, and H is the device Hamiltonian. If
we assume EB is larger than EA , and the light energy is always large enough to make the transition happen, i.e. h̄ω ≥ (EB − EA ),
the expression in Eq. (8) can be further elaborated for bulk systems as shown in Eqs. (9). We note that states are now denoted
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−
→ −
→

by corresponding wave vectors ( kA , kB ) within the 1st Brillouin Zone (BZ) of a single unit-cell:
2π
TA→B =
|⟨ψB | H | ψA ⟩|2
h̄


2

π q2 
h̄
−
→
3
→ (r )
→ (r ) ▽ · n ψ−
=
d r ψ−

kA
kB
2h̄m2 
i
uc

o

=

πq

2

2h̄m2o

−
→−
→ −
→ →2
| P ( kA , kB ) · −
n| ,

(9)

−
→ −
→

→ , ψ−
→ ) are corresponding
where ( kA , kB ) are the wave vectors at state A and B within the 1st BZ of a single unit-cell, (ψ−
k
k

−
→

A

B

wavefunctions, uc denotes the region of a single unit-cell, mo is the free electron mass, n is the direction of the polarization

−
→−
→ −
→

induced by the incident light, and P ( kA , kB ) is the element at state (A, B) of the momentum matrix. We note, given state
energies and wavefunctions, the momentum matrix fully determines the strength of inter-state light transitions.
In 3-D confined structures. In bulks, electron and hole movement are normally interpreted as a plane-wave traveling in
all 3-D spatial directions. This is, however, not true any more in QDs, since carrier movements are not free and should be
interpreted as standing waves with a set of selectively available wave vectors. For a rectangular-shaped QD box, the collection
of available wave vectors becomes:

−
→

k = (kx , ky , kz )


=

nx π ny π nz π
Lx

,

Ly

,



Lz

,

(10)

where (Lx , Ly , Lz ) are dimensions of the QD box along 3-D spatial directions, and (nx , ny , nz ) are a set of principal quantum
numbers. Since we only consider the 1st BZ of the QD box, elements of the wave vector, (kx , ky , kz ) should satisfy the
following condition:
0 ≤ {kx , ky , kz } <



π π π
, ,



Lx Ly Ly

,

(11)

where the only available combination of (kx , ky , kz ) becomes (0, 0, 0) within the 1st BZ of the QD box, indicating the net

−
→

momentum of carrier waves is effectively zero in 3-D confined structures. The momentum matrix P in Eqs. (9) needs to be
evaluated only at the Γ point with a focus on the state energy (EA , EB ):

−
→−
→ −
→
−
→
→
→ −
P ( kA , kB ) = P (EA , EB )|−
k=0
= (Px , Py , Pz ),

h̄
−
→
Px =
d3 r ψEB (r ) ▽ · ex ψEA (r ),
i
uc

h̄
−
→
Py =
d3 r ψEB (r ) ▽ · ey ψEA (r ),
i
uc
h̄
−
→
Pz =
d3 r ψEB (r ) ▽ · ez ψEA (r ),

(12)
(13)

i

uc

−
→ −
→ −
→

where { ex , ey , ez } are unit element vectors along the spatial x, y, and z directions. Numerically, vector elements of the
momentum matrix, (Px , Py , Pz ) in Eq. (13), can be evaluated as:
Px =

=

imo
h̄
imo
h̄

⟨ψEB |[H , x]|ψEA ⟩
⟨ψEB |(Hx − xH )|ψEA ⟩

imo 

(14)
⟨ψEB |Hx|ψEA ⟩ − ⟨ψEB |xH |ψEA ⟩ ,
h̄
where the vector elements are calculated via the commutator relation [47,48], and x is the position on the x-axis of atoms
in the device structure. We note that only Px is shown in Eqs. (14) to save space. Py and Pz can be calculated exactly in the
same manner, except that we need to use atomic positions on y and z positions, respectively. For an arbitrary direction
−
→
n = (nx , ny , nz ) of light-induced polarization, now the transition probability TA→B can be evaluated using Eqs. (15):

=

−
→−
→ −
→



−
→

TA→B ∼ | P ( EA , EB ) · n |2

= |(Px , Py , Pz ) · (nx , ny , nz )|2
= |Px nx + Py ny + Pz nz |2 .

(15)
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Fig. 2. (Color online) (a) Schematic of the 5.1 nm cubic GaAs QD to be simulated for the validation of simulation methodologies. Light is assumed to be
injected from the top. (b) Illustration representing the direction of light-induced polarizations.

3. Results and discussions
3.1. Validation: simulation methodology
Simulation target. To validate the methodological details presented in the previous section via Eqs. (1)–(15), we simulate
the GaAs rectangular box QD as shown in Fig. 2(a). The QD structure is assumed to be grown along the [001] direction, and
hard-wall boundary conditions are applied to all the surface atoms by passivating their dangling bonds [49]. The simulation
domain as a result becomes a 5.1 nm × 5.1 nm × 5.1 nm (9 unit-cells along each axis) box that contains a total of 5832
atoms and involves a complex Hermitian Hamiltonian matrix of 116,640 DOFs due to the usage of 20 bands per each atom.
The light is assumed to be injected from the top ([001] direction).
Light-induced polarization. From the electromagnetic theory [50], it is well understood that a traveling light wave creates
electric fields around itself such that electrical polarizations happen along any directions perpendicular to the direction of
the light propagation. In the simulation target, the light-induced polarizations should thus happen on the (001) plane as
we assumed the light injection happens along the [001] direction, e.g. the light-induced polarization can happen at any Φ ’s
between 0° and 360° (Fig. 2(b)).
Simulation results. With a set of 20 localized orbital bases proposed by Jancu et al. [51], the sp3 d5 s∗ TB model reproduces
the experimentally verified GaAs bulk band structure quite well, locating the bulk conduction band minimum (CBM) and
valence band maximum (VBM) at ∼1.424 eV and ∼0.03 eV, respectively, where the zero energy represents the Si bulk VBM.
The electron and hole ground states in the target QD structure, however, are shifted up and down with respect to the bulk
CBM and VBM, respectively, due to the 3-D confinement of the geometry. The QD electron (E1) and hole ground state (H1)
are thus placed at around 1.77 eV and −0.12 eV, respectively, creating an optical gap of ∼1.90 eV.
Top views of the 3-D wavefunction on E1 and H1 states are illustrated in Fig. 3(a). Here, the conduction band ground state
has a wavefunction that is almost circular and symmetric with respect to the center on the (001) plane. The wavefunction
E1 is, however, not perfectly symmetric because of the asymmetry in the QD structure, which is called the crystal asymmetry
and is due to a ‘zig–zag’ distribution of atoms in the zinc-blende crystal and the difference in atomic species, as illustrated
in Fig. 3(b). The wavefunction on the valence band ground state is also asymmetric, where the wavefunction is elongated
along the [110] direction (tilted by ∼45° with respect to the [100] direction).
Given the direction of a light-induced polarization and an assumption of no traps in the device structure, the strength
of the ground state inter-band optical transition is proportional to the ground state band-to-band recombination rate along
the polarization direction, where the recombination rate is again directly proportional to a multiplication of the electron
and hole density on the conduction and valence band ground state, respectively [52]. Since the uniform volume density
of electrons and holes cannot be assumed any more in nanoscale devices, the band-to-band recombination rate R(E1, H1)
should be interpreted in terms of carrier wavefunctions (Eq. (16)):
R(E1, H1) ∝


−
→
n

dr |ΨE1 (r )|2 |ΨH1 (r )|2 ,

(16)

where the right term represents a line integral along a direction of the light-induced polarization. Here the absolute square
of a wavefunction becomes the carrier distribution such that the |ΨH1 |2 also represents a local hole distribution although
ΨH1 itself means an electron wavefunction, i.e. electron and hole distribution on a state should be the same, since a hole is
an empty electron.
Fig. 3(c) shows the polarization-dependent strength of ground state inter-band optical transitions, where the maximum
value is normalized to one. Sweeping Φ (Fig. 2(b)) from 0° to 360° to model arbitrary light-induced polarizations on the (001)
plane, we can easily expect the transition strength should be maximized at Φ of ∼45 (and 45 + 180) degrees and minimized
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Fig. 3. (Color online) (a) Wavefunctions at electron ground state (E1: 1.77 eV) and hole ground state (H1: −0.12 eV). Both the wavefunctions E1 and H1
are not perfectly symmetric due to the crystal asymmetry in the QD structure. The hole wavefunction (H1) shows much larger asymmetry, being elongated
along the [110] direction. (b) Conceptual illustration of the crystal asymmetry on the (001) GaAs plane. Note that the view from the left and right sides are
not the same. (c) The strength of inter-band light transition normalized to the maximum value. The strength reaches its maximum and minimum at Φ of
42° and 132°, respectively.

Fig. 4. (Color online) Schematic view of a single dome-shaped InAs QD in the GaAs host layer. Simulations are performed for various heights (H) and
base-widths (B) of the InAs QDs to investigate the possibility to maximize the strength of the optical transition via size-engineering. The dome-shaped
InAs QD is grown on a single unit-cell thick InAs wetting layer and encapsulated by a 30 and 10 nm thick GaAs buffer along the [100]/[010] and [001]
direction, respectively.

at ∼135 (and 135 + 180) degrees, since the line integral in Eq. (16) reaches its maximum and minimum at corresponding
angles. The sinusoidal pattern of the transition strength in Fig. 3(c) clearly supports the discussion we have made so far,
validating the simulation methodology presented in the previous section.
3.2. TCAD simulation of optical properties: dome-shaped InAs quantum dot in GaAs layer
Simulation target. Upon a validation of the simulation methodology presented in the previous subsection, we now move
the scope of simulations to realistically sized systems. Fig. 4 depicts the schematic of the InAs/GaAs QD system simulated

H. Ryu et al. / Mathematical and Computer Modelling 58 (2013) 288–299
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Fig. 5. (Color online) (a) Optical properties of dome-shaped InAs QDs in a host GaAs buffer: optical gaps represented as the light wavelength. (b) Strengths
of the ground state inter-band light transition.

to investigate optical properties, where a dome-shaped InAs QD of a height H and a base width B is on a single unit-cell
thick InAs wetting layer and embedded in a GaAs box of hard-wall boundaries. In reality, the dome-shaped single InAs QD
is grown on a thin InAs wetting layer and a GaAs host material by Low-Pressure Metal-Organic Chemical Vapor Deposition
(LPMOCVD) [2], and the QD is completely encapsulated by bulk-like GaAs layers. It is, however, impossible to consider bulklike GaAs layers in the simulation domain due to an expensive computing cost such that we use a 10 and 30 nm thickness of
GaAs layers along the [100]/[010] and [001] directions, respectively, which turn out to be thick enough to represent bulklike layers since a further increase of thickness does not shift the energetic positions of the electron and hole ground state
for all the InAs QD samples simulated in this work.
As mentioned in the first section, one objective of this work is to seek for the possibility of size-engineering of QD optical
properties. For this purpose, optical gaps and ground state inter-band transitions under a [100] light-induced polarization
are simulated for a total of 33 different QD sizes, where we consider three different H’s (4, 5, 6 nm) and eleven B’s (from
10 to 30 nm with a step of 2 nm) for each H. All the simulations have been performed on a 64-bit, 8-core SUN Blade 6275
system of 24 GB SDRAM and infiniband (4 × QDR) interconnect local to each node (TACHYON-II HPC cluster operated
by the supercomputing center of the Korea Institute of Science and Technology Information). Device electronic structures
simulated in this work consist of 2.5∼7.2 million atoms, and require 128 cores for 4∼19 h for calculations depending on the
dimensions of InAs QDs.
Size-engineering of optical properties. Fig. 5 demonstrates optical properties of various dome-shaped QDs, where we have
plotted inter-band optical gaps and ground state inter-band light transition rates as functions of QD size. In terms of optical
gaps that are represented in units of light wavelength rather than energy for convenience in the discussion, InAs QDs exhibit
light wavelengths that are much smaller than the wavelength observed from a InAs bulk band gap (∼3.2 µm, ∼0.4 eV), due
to the 3-D spatial confinement created by GaAs host layers. This structural confinement of InAs QDs becomes weaker with
increasing QD sizes, causing a reduction in the optical gap and an increase in the light wavelength. As far as the optical gap
is concerned, we may conclude that most of the QD samples simulated in this work are quite useful as optoelectronics at
the infrared wavelength (≥1.2 µm).
Although the pattern of simulated optical wavelengths shows a clear dependency on QD sizes and looks quite reasonable,
the result of inter-band light transition rates claims that the true utility of QD systems as optoelectronics cannot be
solely determined only by the optical gap since light transitions are extremely weak in some QD devices as indicated
in Fig. 5(b), where transition strengths are shown being normalized to the maximum value of all 33 simulation cases.
Differently from the optical gap, the transition rate does not show a consistent dependency on the QD size such that finding
a control factor to increase the light transition rate should be a critical step needed for the guidance of potential device
designs.
To continue discussions, we narrow the range of analyses by reducing DOFs of the simulation data set. Fig. 6 shows the
transition rate and the [100] line integral of the spatial overlap of wavefunctions on the electron (E1) and hole ground states
(H1) as a function of the QD base-width, where the QD height is fixed to 5 nm. Here, we observe that the transition rate shows
a clear local maximum with an increasing base-width (or a decreasing aspect-ratio), and that the pattern is quite close to the
variation of the spatial overlap of ground state wavefunctions that represents the local electron–hole recombination rate as
discussed in Eq. (16).
Fig. 6(b) shows spatial distributions of the E1 and H1 wavefunction for the three base-widths of 14, 24 and 30 nm. While
the electron ground state wavefunctions have almost symmetric (sphere-like) shapes regardless of the QD aspect-ratio due
to the s-orbital-like symmetry, the shapes of hole ground state wavefunctions are quite sensitive to the geometry due to
the strain and piezoelectric field induced symmetry breaking [45,53]. At the base-width of 14 nm, the hole wavefunction is
mostly oriented along the [001] direction due to the large aspect-ratio of InAs QD, causing a small spatial overlap of the two
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Fig. 6. (Color online) (a) The light transition rate and spatial overlap of the wavefunction on E1 and H1 states along the [100] direction are plotted as a
function of the QD base-width at a 5 nm height. (b) Top views of the wavefunction on E1 and H1 states for base-widths of 14, 24 and 30 nm, where green
dotted lines describe the edges of QD bases. While electron wavefunctions (E1) show symmetric shapes for all the cases, shapes of hole wavefunctions (H1)
are sensitive to the QD aspect-ratio, creating the local maximum of the transition rate.

wavefunctions on the (001) plane. When the base-width increases to 24 nm, the hole wavefunction spreads over the (001)
plane, increasing the spatial overlap along the [100] direction. Finally, for a larger base-width at 28 nm, the QD becomes
almost flat with very low aspect-ratio. In this case, the strain induced symmetry breaking determines the spatial alignment
of the ground state hole wavefunctions and the spatial overlap again decreases due to alignment of the hole wavefunction
along the [110] direction.
We note that the discussion on the spatial distribution of wavefunctions not only shows that the wavefunction of the
hole ground state becomes a critical factor that controls the inter-band transition strength, but also reveals an important
point in QD designs that the optical transition strength could be engineered by changing the QD aspect-ratio.
3.3. Web-based environment for science simulation
Needs for science gateway. TCAD simulations these days commonly require a huge computing cost [10,30,36]. Computational scientists thus increasingly use web portals and various stand-alone applications (e.g. Terminal) as gateways to access
computational resources and TCAD packages that are integrated with HPC clusters, motivating the strong needs for a Science
Gateway [54,55], of which the concept is defined as a community-specific set of tools, applications, and data collections that
are integrated via a portal or a suite of applications, providing access to HPC-integrated resources. The nanoHUB.org project
led under the financial support of US National Science Foundation (NSF) [56–59], is one good example showing the strong
needs for such science gateways.
Based on the well-known strong national competitiveness in the semiconducting industry and IT infrastructure in
the Republic of Korea, we have recently launched the ‘EDucation-research Integration through Simulation On the Net’
(EDISON) project under the financial support of the Ministry of Education, Science and Technology of the Republic of Korea,
where the main goal of the project is to construct a web-based cyber infrastructure to support education and research via
nanoelectronics simulations. In this subsection, we briefly introduce the technological aspect of our ongoing project.
System architecture. Fig. 7 describes a high level system architecture of the web-based simulation environment that we
have developed. To perform simulations via a web-portal (Simulation Portal), users start on creating their own workflows for
simulations (via a Simulation User Interface (UI)), where the workflow consists of three steps: pre-processing, simulationrunning, and post-processing [60]. Here the simulation workflow can be either directly edited by users, or be retrieved from
the repository (Science AppStore) if the same workflow has been already utilized. Once the simulation is launched, users can
not only monitor the status of their own work but also visualize the simulation results. Various management UIs equipped
in the simulation portal allow the system administrator to manage the user account, virtual resources, and the system itself
as well.
The simulation portal is run on top of the four middleware components composed of ‘Science AppStore’, ‘Simulation
Management’, ‘Credential Management’, and ‘Virtual Resource Management’, where each component can be explained in
detail as follows: (I) Science AppStore is a repository that contains various executables of TCAD simulators, simulationspecific metadata such as input and output file formats, and administrative functionalities. (II) Simulation Management
stores the provenance and run-time data during job executions. Functionalities of submitting and monitoring jobs on
backward HPC clusters are presented here. (III) Users are authenticated via our Credential Management Services, for
which we use the open software MyProxy [61] that is based on the Grid Security Infrastructure (GSI) [62]. (4) Virtual
Resource Management provides functionalities of the on-demand provisioning, job authentication and management for
virtual resources, and administrative tools. All the middleware components run on physical computing clusters (Computing
Resources).
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Fig. 7. (Color online) Illustration of the system architecture of the web-based environment for TCAD simulations (EDISON platform). The platform consists
of three layers: a simulation portal that supports user-friendly graphical interfaces for simulation setups, middleware components, and physical computing
resources.

4. Conclusion
We carefully examine optical properties of InAs/GaAs quantum dots (QDs) in a modeling perspective. Electronic
structures of QDs are represented with the atomistic 20-band sp3 d5 s∗ tight-binding (TB) approach, and state-quantizations
in 3-D confined structures are calculated with consideration of the piezoelectric potential and long-range atomic distortions
that are stemming from a mismatch of the lattice constant of bulk GaAs and InAs. All the simulations are performed with our
in-house TCAD solver that has been developed as extensions of NEMO 3-D peta to be utilized on supercomputing clusters.
To our knowledge, this work provides a full summary on the methodology of TB simulations of light transitions for the
first time. To validate the suggested methodology with a focus on a proof of principle, we simulate a small GaAs box QD and
show that the strength of a two-state light transition is perfectly proportional to the spatial overlap of the wavefunction
on the initial and final state. Then, we move the simulation scope to a realistically sized dome-shaped single InAs QD in a
host GaAs buffer, where we not only show that the strength of ground state inter-band light transitions can be optimized
by an engineering of QD aspect-ratios, but also observe that the hole ground state wavefunction plays a key role in the
determination of transition strengths.
We finish the paper with a brief introduction of the government-supported EDucation-research Integration through
Simulation On the Net (EDISON) project, where we present a technological description of the high-level system architecture
of our web-based environment that is developed to support education and research in nanoelectronics via online TCAD
simulations.
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